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Cassava 
Frog Skin Disease 

Lessons learned 
 
Why it matters 
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Cassava Frog Skin Disease: symptoms 

In most cases, symptoms express 
only in roots : “a silent killer”  as CBSV 
Very confusing (e.g. frustrating) 
etiology 

By experience we know that the rate                
             of infection is low 

By experience not transmitted 
through botanical seed (?) 

By experience tolerance/ 
resistance relatively common 
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Cassava Frog Skin Disease: strategies to 
                                                deal with it 
“Veda” to control white flies and other insect pests: for 
one month there was no cassava growing at CIAT, 
except for the crossing blocks (planted in “isolation”) 

Positive selection: do not take planting material whitout                 
                       inspecting plant roots                                       (compared with  

  CBSD an easier task as roots do not  
  need to be cut). 

Refrain from breeding for tolerance or 
resistance (until a proper diagnostic tool 
was available and identifying mode of 
transmission & inoculation technique) 
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CFSD: the impact of positive selection 
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There must be a vector in Palmira 

Positive selection VERY effective 
(“in absence of vector”) 
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CFSD: it is difficult to get all problems solved 
Nataima 31: the first cassava  
variety released by entomologists… 

Derived from MECU 72: it has 
resistance to white flies 

… but it  is particularly      
    susceptible to CFSD 

Is it because in the absence 
of white flies there is more 
room for the actual vector ? 
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Positive selection: an idea to implement in Colombia 

Farmers need to allocate an area of about 10% of the 
cassava field to serve as source of planting material 

Hopefully this “nursery” should be properly fertilized 
and 
receive proper weed control The rest of the field can be harvested ANY 

time. But the “nursery” is harvested just  
before planting time 

Off type plants, and those with CBB or SED 
eliminated through the season 

Inspect roots before taking stems !!! 
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CFSD in Asia? Roots in a starch factory 
in Western Yunan Province (China)  

Is this Frog Skin Disease ? 
 

 
If so,  Where does it come from? 
 

 

What can be done to prevent other 
problems? 
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In spite of these problems “Rambo”  
cassava remains a resilient crop 

Thanks !!! 


